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ABSTRACT
A half-scale Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) was designed and
constructed from composite materials for the Flight Research
Lab at the Naval Postgraduate School. The vehicle was
designed as a technology demonstrator for two studies. First,
for the Tilted Ducted Fan (TDF) vertical flight capability
engine and its stability and control system; and second, for
the tail configuration testing for Longitudinal and Lateral-
Directional stability enhancement of an existing tailless
Unmanned Air Vehicle. Completion of these research and test
objectives should provide the configuration requirements for
a full-scale development vehicle with vertical takeoff and
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TABLE OF SYMBOLS AND/OR ABBREVIATIONS
a Lift-curve slope
a, Effective lift-curve slope
a, Lift-curve slope of tail
a,, Lift-curve slope of wing
a..b Lift-curve slope of wing-body
AR Aspect ratio
ca (c) Mean chord at the aerodynamic center
C. Change in rolling moment coefficient due to sideslip
C 01, Change in CIB due to dihedral
C*~v Change in CIB due to vertical fin
C, Change in CIB due to wing sweep
C, Lift coefficient
Lift-curve slope
C__- U Three-dimensional lift-curve slope
C o Two-dimensional lift-curve slope
CXo Longitudinal moment coefficient at 00 AOA
CIC4 Longituc'nal moment coefficient about the C.G.
8C /6( Change in C, with change in AOA
Cra Moment coefficient about the aerodynamic center
C7_. Change in moment coefficient with AOA
CM0 Change in yaw moment due to sideslip
Cn Change in Cnp due to vertical fin
CrPw Change in C0 due to wing sweep
V
E Jones edge-velocity factor (Ref 8;p. 11)
f Modification factor (Ref 8;p. 16)
hacwb (hc) Location of aerodynamic center as % chord (c)
hcq (h) Location of center of gravity as % chord (c)
h,. Location of neutral point as % chord (c)
Tail incidence angle referenced from 0 lift line
L Lift force (= weight in level flight)
S Wing area (ft2)
S. Horizontal tail area (ft2)
Sv Vertical tail area (ft2)
V Velocity (ft/sec)
Vf/V. Ratio of velocity over vertical fin to freestream
Vn ITail volume ratio of horizontal tail in long boom
configuration
V_ Tail volume ratio of horizontal tail in short boom
configuration
v Tail volume ratio of vertical tail in long boom
configuration
VS Tail volume ratio of vertical tail in short boom
V' Vertical tail volume ratio in roll
xh Length from C.G. to horizontal tail 1/4 chord
position
x, Length from C.G. to vertical tail 1/4 chord position
Yc (Y) Span-wise distance from wing root to cmc
zF Distance from C.G. to vertical tail center
vi
Angle-of-Attack (AOA)
Downwash angle on tail from wing at 0 lift
& /!c Change in downwash due to change in AOA
y Wing dihedral
x Taper ratio tip chord / root chord
Acle- 1/4 chord wing sweep
Change in sidewash due to sideslip
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. ARCHYTAS, MAN OR MACHINE
Legend has it that around 400 B.C., a Greek scientist,
statesman and colleague of the philosopher Plato by the name
of Archytas conceived of, constructed and successfully flew a
mechanical flying bird. Though no trace of the design
remains, it is appropriate to adopt this name for the first
Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) to be designed and built by the UAV
Flight Research Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate School.
The unique features of the aircraft reflect the innovation and
creativity marked by UAVs since that beginning 2400 years ago.
B. NPS UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE GOALS
The purpose of the Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) Flight
Research program at the Naval Postgraduate School is support
of the UAV Joint Project Office (JPO) of NAVAIR. The result is
tiLe esLdbilshment of a fa,.Lily of rirerse testbeds of scaled
radio controlled aircraft capable of flight test simulation
and aerodynamic modeling of full size manned and unmanned
aircraft.
These UAV's are used to support Fleet aircraft flight
test requirements for new or potentially hazardous concepts or
in support of entirely new aircraft concepts. These new
concepts have unexplored potentials, and bring with them high
risk and possibly high payoff. The use of smaller, lighter
and less expensively-operated scale UAV's saves money,
manpower and time in the flight test process.
The UAV Flight Research Lab (FRL) has established a range
of flight test capabilities in UAV research and development,
which includes a high Angle-of-Attack (AOA) study capability
of scaled F-16 and F-18 airframes (Figure 1) . The Lab also
pcossesses rotary wing test capability and is studying Higher
Harmoni: Control and vibration reduction with two remotely-
cotrolled helicopters (Figure 2). The program maintains a
Navy EXDRONE delta-wing vehicle (Figure 3).
Cuzrently, the laboratory operates a 1/2-scaled Pioneer
UAV (Figure 4). The Pioneer vehicle is in current fleet use
cnboard battleships and is a derivative of the Israeli combat-
proven Mastiff and Scout airframes. Fleet use of the Pioneer
includes multi-mission capabilities of over-the-horizon
targeting, communications relay and long-range reconnaissance
(Ref 1:p. 38).
The Pioneer program, the most mature of the programs in
the UAV FRL, is a good example of the research potential of
scaled UAVs for modeling fleet aircraft. Development of new
2
Figure 1. F-16 Agil 1e Fighter UAV
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Figure 2. Helicopter UAV
4
Figure 3. EXDRONE UAV
5
Figure 4. Pioneer UAV
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concepts or flight test of identified problems can be costly
and with the price of the full size Pioneer air vehicle
upwards of $600,000, much can be said for the use of a scaled
UAV for conducting research.
The 1/2-scaled Pioneer UAV model was built, operated and
flight tested at a fraction of the cost of the full scale
vehicle. A loss of the UAV airframe in the event of some
mishap is substantially less costly than would be the loss of
a full size airframe during flight test research.
This scaled Pioneer is currently being instrumented for
flight test missions with c and P measurement systems and a
pitot-static system. Telemetry capability is currently being
installed and tested. In the meantime a seven channel onboard
recorder is used to obtain flight test information.
In the past, the Pioneer in the fleet has experienced
several operational losses during shipboard recoveries due to
the net capture technique as the primary means of recovery.
These losses are financially and operationally unacceptable,
and another means of recovery needs to be found.
This need led to the next step in the NPS UAV program.
The purpose of this thesis was to design and build an airframe
for a proof-of-concept study of the use of a Tilted Ducted Fan
(TDF) as a means of vertical takeoff and recovery aboard Naval
Combatants.
7
The TDF concept consists of an engine and control system
modeled after the Marine AROD (Aerial Remote Operated Device),
an advanced hover design (Figure 5) (Ref 2:p.73). Basically
a shrouded propeller with a four vane control system mounted
at its base, the AROD was developed and proven to have a
successful control system but had serious shortcomings as a
flight vehicle. The program was cancelled due to the
vehicle's lack of forward flight capability.
The school has possession of a full scale Army Aquila
airframe (Figure 6). The Aquila airframe possesses many
positive attributes; for example, it has a low radar cross
section, a simple airframe, and a good range and endurance
capability. Early versions of the design, however,
demonstrated unacceptable longitudinal stability
characteristics at negative AOA and poor lateral-directional
stability at low AOA (Ref 3:p.l).
By combining the Aquila airframe and the engine design of
the AROD in an advanced hover vehicle, an airframe with a
vertical takeoff and landing capability was conceived. With
the addition of a tail structure to the airframe, the
stability problems should be solved. Two problems lead to one









C. AQUILA TO ARCHYTAS
The Archytas design accounts for both the instability of
the Aquila design and the veitical hover capability obtained
by the incorporation of the TDF. To accomplish this in one
airframe, several modifications to the basic Aquila airframe
design were made. First, the Archytas was 1/2-scaled from the
Aquila. Next, the fuselage was modified to contain the engine
mid-fuselage for Center of Gravity (C.G.) thrust in the
vertical flight phase and to allow installation of the tail
and 1:-ing gear mounts for the forward flight mode.
Once the TDF and stability requirement proof-of-concepts
for the Archytas are complete, the modified full scale Aquila
airframe will serve as the testbed for the flight transition
to and from the forward flight mode and for full scale flight
test and development.
Other vertical takeoff concepts, some saucer-like with
counter-rotating props, do not possess the higher dash speeds
obtainable in the fixed wing configurations being limited to
about 70 knots (Ref 4:p.24) . Multi-engine designs with
engines for separate horizontal and vertical flight phases
carry an unused engine during the flight and therefore lose
some payload capability (Ref 5:p.117). These limitations
support the proof-of-concept study of the Archytas as a means
of meeting all requirements in one airframe.
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D. CONCURRENT THESIS
Concurrent thesis work by Blanchette consisted of the
initial downscale of the Aquila and the design and
construction of the TDF (Tilted Tucted Fan) from the AROD (Ref
6). This downscale resulted in an initial fuselage and wing
planform design. Due to several modifications during the
design process, only the wing planform remains scaled to its
original dimensions.
The -s Uy o the TDF, engine mount and control vane
system was accomplished concurrently by Blanchette; however,
the necessary expertise was not available for the three-axis
hover control system, and the controller construction will be




Scaling the Archytas to approximately 1/2 scale of the
Aquila was done primarily for the testing of the design
concepts quickly and cheaply before full scale development
proceeded. Parts and supplies, i.e., the engine, servos,
receivers and other components are available from recreational
hobby parts suppliers and are far less expensive and more
readily available then full scale parts would be.
Modifications made as design problems were solved are
fully explained in detail, section by section, in later
chapters. Once the concepts are proven, the full scale
vehicle will be developed and the transition from vertical to
horizontal flight mode accomplished in the full scale modified
Aquila.
B. TDF
The design goal of the TDF was to model the AROD for use
in the Archytas. This process required determining the engine
thrust requirements for the vertical flight mode and designing
a control vane system to operate in the wake of the propeller.
The engine chosen was a 2.67 cubic inch, twin-cylinder,
ignition engine rated at 4 H.P. This engine develops
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approximately 25 pounds of thrust with a 20 inch propeller.
The size and vibration characteristics of the engine were
ideally suited for our purpose. The engine itself was
shrouded with the propeller to contain the airflow back to the
control vanes.
The control vane system was modeled directly from the
AROD. The sensor package for the controller of the AROD
consists of three rate gyros, a vertical accelerometer and a
vertical gyro. Limited vertical flight is planned until a
suitable control system is installed.
C. TAILBOOM
The tailboom was designed for three configuration
studies. The three configurations will study the amount of
tail effectiveness required to sufficiently enhance the
longitudinal and directional stability characteristics of the
Aquila. The tailless configuration will study the addition of
vectored thrust and control coupling to the original Aquila
(Figure 8). The short boom is a mid-configuration design
study for the system should the tailless configuration prove
inadequate (Ficrure 9). The longboom configuration will test
the stability of a normal tail configuration (Figure 10) . The
actual component design is discussed in the next chapter.
15
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Figure 8. Tailless Archytas
16
Figure 9 Short Boom Archytas
17
F'igure 10. Long Boom Archytas
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III. DESIGN APPROACH
The design of the vehicle occurred in five stages with
each stage experiencing its own development problems.
Therefore each section is discussed individually.
A. WING
The wing of the Archytas is identical in planform, wing
sweep and airfoil section to that of the Aquila (Figure 11).
The wing was constructed primarily of a urethane foam core
which was covered with fiberglass. This technique gives the
lightest weight structure necessary for the purpose. The
sweep was held at 290 for the leading edge and 160 for the
trailing edge. Root and tip section templates from the Aquila
provided the basic shape of the wing. A dihedral angle of 20
was designed in as a stability enhancement.
A spar was used in the structure and the use was two-
fold: 1) to give added strength to the structure during
dynamic loads; and 2) to provide attachment to the fuselage.
The spar was designed in an I-beam configuration as a shear
web with two spar caps. The structure was designed to
withstand 25 G's, as developed in the concurrent thesis. With











Figure 11. Wing Planforms
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provides for additional maneuverability. In the aft portion
of the wing planform there is a shear web to provide
structural strength for the attachment of the wing control
surfaces.
The aileron control surface of the Archytas was decreased
to 44% from 62% span to incorporate flaps into the design.
The smaller ailerons will be augmented by the control vanes of
the TDF. The flaps will be used to decrease landing speeds
(Figure 12). This design modification may eventually see its
way to the full scale.
B. FUSELAGE
The fuselage was perhaps the most difficult section to
design. Paramount in the design process was the expulsion of
any unnecessary weight. Upon initial examination of the
changes to the Aquila fuselage the first design consideration
was to mount the engine at the C.G. of the airframe. This was
accomplished by a horseshoe shaped structure (Figure 13).
Next, excess payload volume was removed. The forward
portion of the fuselage was flattened to allow for smooth
introduction of the freestream airflow into the centrally
located engine (Figure 14). This area reduction also
minimized the blockage by airframe frontal area.
The large payload area of the Aquila fuselage nose area
was unnecessary for our purposes. This reduction in required
21
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Figure 12. Wing Planform
22
Figure 13. Fuselage Structure
23
Figure 14. Forward Fuselage Shape
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nose size allowed a decrease in the width of the nose to a
size required to support the Archytas nose gear unit and its
related structures. This area reduction also helped decrease
the weight.
The sides of the fuselage flanking the engine were
widened to accomodate payload. Widening was necessary to
provide room for fuel and airframe structural mounting of the
wing and tail. This widening also benefitted the landing gear
requirement of the forward flight mode and allowed the gear to
be integral to the fuselage.
With the bulk of the fuselage sized and its dimensions
somewhat solidified, the task of payload placement and actual
fuselage structure was undertaken.
An all important aspect of the fuselage planform was the
amount of strength required in the small horseshoe shaped area
through which all structural stresses would eventually pass.
Provision was made for mounting of the engine, tailboom,
landing gear and wings. By examining other models, it was
decided that a 1/4 inch plywood frame skeleton would serve as
the backbone of the basic form (Figure 13).
Careful 7onsideration was given to this structure and
only those ar-as which needed this strength and corresponding
weight increase received the support. The tailboom mount,
inboard fuselage walls for the engine mount, wing sparbox and
the forward avionics and nose spar crossmember are all
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constructed of 1/4 inch plywood. This laminated wood
structure made for a solid structure to which components were
mounted and provided the necessary structural strength.
To taper the form smoothly to a minimal area in front of
the engine and add strength across the frame, a one inch by
one inch laminated plywood cross member served as a fuselage
spar. The word "spar" is used in the traditional sense,
recognizing the thinness of the fuselage and similiarity to a
wing section through the area. The wing attached to the
fuselage through a sparbox (Figure 15).
To maintain a minimal body thickness the payload and
structure design had several constraints. The largest
electronic components that were used dictated a thickness of
three inches in those areas which would house avionics and
electronics. The wing root thickness, which when inclined to
its 4 degree incidence, was only slightly greater than three
inches.
The wing incidence angle was arrived at in the following
manner. By using Equation 3 and the estimated values of the
weight cf the airframe and a design cruise speed of 70 KTS the
C, value of 0.278 was determined. From a computer analysis
using the New-Panel computer program used in Advanced
Aerodynamic Technique coure AE 3501, a value for Cla2_D of
0.121/P was obtained. From equation 4 with the values of f =
I and E = 1.06 from Reference 8 page 11, the three dimensional
26
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Figure 15. Wing Sparbox
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value for Cl1. of 0.0715/° was calculated. This required the
wing incidence be set at an AOA of 40 to achieve the required
design CL value of 0.278.
Another area which . quired 1/4 inch plywood strength was
in the forward cross-member of the avionics section. The
forward crossmember must allow access through to the nose bay
from the avionics section and appropriate access holes were
cut (Figure 13). It was also decided should weight become a
concern that lightening holes could be made in other sections
of the framing if needed. In finishing the design, the
components and frame were mated on paper and the basic size,
shape and component placement in the fuselage established
(Figure 16).
The materials selection for construction purposes was
consistent with the light weight requirement. In addition to
the light weight plywood skeleton, the fuselage forward of the
engine was formed from blue urethane foam billet. The flanks,
access panels and sparboxes were covered in 1/ 8th inch thick
balsa wood. It was necessary to glue balsa cover plates to
the foam. Balsa provided a solid base for the access panels
and tied the structure together, providing more strength than
foam could alone.
Once the access panels were sized and marked, the final
surface shape was determined and the entire structure was
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structural integrity under dynamic loading during flight, the
load-bearing areas received more layers of fiberglass than non
load bearing areas, primarily through the center cross-member
as seen in Figure 17.
With the fuselage entirely glassed, the access panels
were opened and the layout of the avionics and electronics
done. Previous measurements taken for all the electronics and
the careful placement of components resulted in almost the
entire internal volume being utilized. Mounting of the
components was done on existing wood structure where the
structure was available. Balsa sheet was applied in those
areas which were foam. Wiring access conduits were designed
in the sparbox area for wiring to pass from the avionics
section to the flanking fuselage instrument bays.
The hollow tail mount carried the control linkages and
wiring to the tail. The TDF mounted to the inboard fuselage
bulkheads and the main and nose gear to the aft crossmembers
and nosespar. The area for the gas tanks was measured and fit
for 14 ounce tanks. This fuel required figure was estimated
from historical UAV aircraft fuel consumption and desired
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C. TAILBOOM
The design of the tailboom had as its primary goal the
enhancement of directional and longitudinal stability flight
characteristics, which were deficient in the tailless Aquila
design. A secondary consideration, but of significant
importance, was to maintain the stealth characteristics of the
original Aquila design. Therefore designing a minimal but
functional tailboom meant reaching a compromise in the length
(moment arm) and the size (surface area) of the tail
structure. This meant obtaining effective horizontal and
vertical tail volume ratios.
Considering that a vectored thrust ducted fan-rotor was
the propulsion unit, a twin-boom T-tail was chosen to keep the
ta&l surface out of the prop-wash. When designing for the
length of the tailboom it was necessary to consider a
concurrent design of the vertical gear height. A complete
description of the gear design follows in the next section,
but several aspects must be mentioned here as they are crucial
to the tail design.
When deciding the length of the longboom configuration,
the taildown angle of 110 was a compromise of the gear height
and the clearances required for tail rotation clearance on
takeoff and landing (Figure 18) . Next in the design process,
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necessary to yield sufficient tail volume and still consider
the aesthetics and remain as stealthy as possible.
The horizontal tail sizing resulted from requirements of
both the long and short tail configurations. Various tail
planforms were examined with the desire to continue in the
planform pattern of the wing sweep. A tapered horizontal
surface was chosen (Fig 19) . To meet both of the tails' sizing
requirements, a horizontal surface area (Sh) of 150 in2 with
a horizontal tail volume ratio of 0.41 for the long and 0.17
for the short configuration was chosen (Eqn 1) . This long
tail value is about 73% of the historical norm for homebuilts
and single-engine propeller driven aircraft (Ref 7:p.191).
The vertical fin was sized to clear the horizontal
surface from propwash with a ventral fin for taildown
protection. The vertical fins are canted 80 top inward from
the vertical to minimize radar return. Tapering the surfaces
to meet the structure of the horizontal tail resulted in the
planform area of each vertical tail of 56 in2. The resultant
vertical tail volume ratio was 0.09 for the long boom and
0.039 for the short boom (Egn 2). This result is a 200%
increase (for the long boom) over the historical averages for
the single engine propeller driven aircraft value of 0.044
(Ref 7:p.191) . This increase was necessary to insure adequate
performance in the short tail configuration. The next design
step was to chose an airfoil section.
34
Figure 19. Tail Planforns
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For its simplicity and an abundance of experimental data
available the NACA 0012 was chosen (Ref 8:p.462) . A 12%
thickness airfoil allowed for maximum structural benefit from
bending stresses while minimizing the section drag. The
symmetric airfoil can produce moments in both directions, a
requirement of the tail moment arm.
With the tail area sized and the taper set for
aesthetics, the calculated horizontal area to wing area ratio
of 0.169 compared favorably with recommended values of 0.16 to
0.20. The vertical area ratio of 0.126 was more than the
recommended 0.075 to 0.085. (Ref 9:p417)
The control surface areas as a percentage of the
respective surface area are 50% for the horizontal and 43% for
the vertical. This control surface sizing results from the
necessity of a large control surface for the short boom
configuration studies later. Recommended values for a ratio
of control surface to its respective tail surface are 0.5 to
0.55 for the elevator and 0.5 to 0.6 for the rudder. (Ref
9:p417)
The next task of the tail design was to set the incidence
angle of the horizontal surface. The angle was found from
Equation 5 (Ref 10;p 382), with the values of Cmacwb and aWb
obtained from the New Panel. program, 8E/8c obtained from
Reference 11 page 224 and the calculated values in Appendix B.
The tail incidence angle for the longboom horizontal tail was
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found to be + 2.00 leading edge up from the fuselage reference
line. This angle is a preliminary "best guess", so a
provision for changing the angle is built into the horizontal
attachment by a balsa wood spacer.
The horizontal section bolts on with nylon bolts with a
balsa spacer between the horizontal surface and the top of the
vertical. This allows for tail incidence angle adjustment.
The tail control surfaces are serviced by electronic servos;
the rudders by cable from fuselage mounted servos and the
elevator by an internal structure mini-servo.
The boom section itself was made from aluminum tubing
with an aluminum plug to make it sectional for use in the
short boom configuration and for easy removal for
transportation and storage. The detailed construction
processes are discussed in the next chapter.
D. LANDING GEAR
To keep the landing gear integral to the fuselage, two
design requirements, tipback angle (C.G. to vertical from main
gear ground contact) and taildown angle (horizontal to tail
bottom from main gear ground contact) both had to be satisfied
by gear and tail clearance limits (Figure 18) . Aircraft C.G.,
gear height and gear track are the primary factors in
determining the landing gear geometry.
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From the figure, the resultant tipback angle (C.G.
forward of main support) was 350. The resulting taildown of 110
a.w- fo - take-ff r-tation without striking the tail on
rotation. This angle was calculated from the horizontal
distance of the gear aft of C.G. (obtained from the 25% - 75%
weight distribution) and the height of the gear from the
ground to C.G.
The taildown angle also provides engine shroud ground
clearance on takeoff and landing. The resultant tipback and
taildown angles are within design limits of Reference 9 page
SAWL-5. The metal runner protruding from the ventral vertical
tail will protect the tail and rudder from inadvertant ground
contact during T/O and landing.
Another gear geometry feature is tipover angle which is
found from an axis of rotation about the main and nose wheel
points of ground contact. From Figure 18 this angle is 570.
Wingtip skids provide additional protection in case of an
inadvertant tip during taxi or landing.
The structure of the gear assembly itself consists of an
aluminum fuselage mount, gear shaft and wheel fork (Figure
20) . The shocks and tires were obtained from model suppliers.
The axle and shock mount shafts are 3/16 inch steel rod. All
pieces can be easily replaced should failure occur.
38
Figure 20. Nose Gear Parts
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E. ENGINE
The actual design of the Tilted Ducted Fan was a topic of
a concurrent thesis (Ref 6). The engine chosen was a 4 H.P.
twin-cylinder, commercially-available design (Figure 21). The
engine is mounted to a metal structure which houses the servos
used in controlling the TDF control vanes (Figure 22). This
structure is surrounded by a propeller shroud to contain the
flow back to the control vanes, to increase prop efficiency
and to offer some protection from the propeller blades
(Figures 23 & 14).
The entire structure is designed to mount at the C.G. of
the airframe. The propeller shroud is structurally reinforced
for mounting in both the horizontal and vertical position in
the fuselage for forward and vertical flight.
40
Figure 21. TDF Engine
41
Figure 22. Control Vanes
42




The wing began as a urethane foam block (Figure 24)
Using the hot-wire foam cutting techniques of Reference 12,
the planform was cut for leading and trailing edges and for
the root and tip chord. Wing section templates were attached
to the root and tip and the section shape cut.
The next step was the insertion of the spars. The foam
was removed in the area of the main and aft spar. The shear
web (vertical portion) was inserted and epoxied in place. The
spar caps were epoxied to the shear web. When finished, the
entire structure was hand shaped and sanded using a commercial
grade spackling compound to contour and finish the surface.
(Figure 25)
The next step was to fiberglass the structure. An epoxy
resin matrix was applied to 3-oz. bi-directional fiberglass
cloth, covering the foam core. The first layer of fiberglass
gave the structure the support and protection necessary while
the control surfaces were cut (Figure 26) . The control
surfaces were faced with a thin 1 /1 6th balsa sheet for
structure and for hinge mounting surfaces. When all pieces
were fitted and finished, the entire structure was given a
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Figure 24. Wing Foam Block
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Figure 25. Finished Wing Surface
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Figure 26. Wing Control Surfaces Cut
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second layer of fiberglass and resin (Figure 27) . The control
servos for the flaps and ailerons were mounted in cutouts from
the bottom surface to minimize airflow disturbance. The
control surfaces were mounted on a hinge shaft, which ran
through the structure and acted as a bearing surface. The
final step was to fit the spar into the spar box and insure a
tight mating of the wing root to fuselage. A steel rod
secured the spar in the sparbox.
B. FUSELAGE
The fuselage is the central structure of the aircraft and
must provide for the transfer of loads from the other load-
bearing components. The 1/4 inch plywood frame served to
carry this load and provide a form for the basic shape. After
the framing was cut to size a foam billet was cut to fit in
the avionics section of the fuselage. The same wing seccion
root template was used for the outboard fuselage section of
the structure and set at 40 incidence. The entire structure
was assembled using cyanoacrylate glue (Figure 13) . All
joints were reinforced with fiberglass cloth and resin.
With the primary structure laid, the next step was the
installation of the various mounts and attachments. Beginning
at the aft portion of the structure, the tail boom mount was
epoxied and pinned into the exterior frame and a structural
cross-member (Figure 28). A hole was drilled in the forward
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Figure 27. Finished Wing
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Figure 28. Tail Boom Mount
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flank bay and a plastic sleeve inserted to act as a wiring
conduit to the avionics bay (Figure 29). The wing spar was
inserted and a structural box built to shape in the
sparbox. (Figures 29 & 15). The nose spar was cut and epoxied
into the nose section. Remaining components would be
installed after the structure was finished.
The next phase of construction involved the actual
shaping of the structure. The leading edge and nose were hand
shaped from urethane foam. The initial shape was template cut
and epoxied in place. Balsa wood was epoxied to the foam
surface in those areas which were to be access panels. Balsa
was also used as the form for the fuselage flanks. The
surface was finished with spackling compound, the access
panels were marked and the surface prepared for fiberglass.
(Figure 30)
The fiberglass was laid in several stages to insure that
adequate care was given to control the shaping process.
Experience aided in the selection of which type cloth to use
to meet the different shape requirements. A loose weave 4-oz.
cloth was used to make the 900 angles in sharp corner areas
and a fine weave 6-oz. cloth was used in panel and structural
loading areas (Figure 31).
When the fiberglass was finished curing, the task of
sanding began. The entire structure was brought to the
desired contour with a talcum powder and resin compound, and
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Figure 29. Wing Spar
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Figure 30. Contoured Fuselage
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Figure 31. Fiberglassed Fuselage
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then sanded and smoothed. The access panels were then cut
open and the foam removed for component placement (Figure 32).
Beginning in the aft part of the structure in the flank
bay, cross-members for the main gear mount were installed.
The aluminum main mount structure was attached by screws.
These cross-members also served as mounts for the rudder
servos. The fuel tanks were installed in a foam case for ease
of removal to access the wing spar pin during disassembly.
(Figure 33)
The avionics bay immediately forward of the engine was
designed to house the stability control system for the
vertical flight mode. The nose bay, aside from the nose gear
mount, housed the nose servo, battery pack and receiver
(Figure 34).
With all of the components fitted the access panels were
reinforced with 1 /8th inch plywood. Wooden structural mounts
were installed in the fuselage to mount the access panels.
Inserts were used to allow for removal of the panels.
With all structures fit and the surface finished, the
aircraft was painted high-visibility orange and white.
C. TAILBOOM
The construction of the modular tail was done in two
parts: the boom section and the .-rfoils. The entire
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Figure 32. Fuselage Access Panels
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Figure 33. Fuselage Flank Bay
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Figure 34. Fuselage Nose Bay
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structure is sectional, for the configuration changes and for
disassembly.
The tail booms were constructed from thin-walled (0.035
inch), 1 inch O.D. aluminum tubing, which can be broken down
to the required lengths. This approach minimizes the weight,
yet provides the necessary structural strength where needed.
These tubes were cut to the desired lengths to provide
structural attachment to the fuselage (3.9 inch), a section
for the vertical tail surface attachment (6.5 inch) and a
removable section (19.1 inches) for transforming the long
tailboom to the short boom (Figure 19).
To join the sections together, an aluminum plug two
inches in length and 0.2 inches wall thickness with an O.D.
matched to the tubes I.D. was used. This plug provided the
necessary strength and also served as a rigid attachment for
the nylon screws, which holds the sections together. The 3.9
inch fuselage piece was epoxied and pinned in the fuselage for
additional security. The tail-boom longitudinal axis was set
incident to the fuselage.
All sections were drilled and tapped for 1/4-20 nylon
bolts. The entire boom structure also served as a conduit for
the control linkages and wiring path from the fuselage to the
tail surfaces. The aluminum section for the vertical tail
piece went to the rear vertical face to provide maximum
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strength without interfering with the control surface
movement.
The airfoils were cut by hot wire from the same urethane
foam as the wing. The shape of the surfaces required they all
be cut in two pieces because of the root-to-tip taper present
in each (Figure 19). Using a NACA-0012 template the airfoils
were cut and reassembled as seen in the figure. The wing
templates were epoxied to all open section edges and served as
structure. Finally the first layer of 3-oz. fiberglass was
applied.
Next the control surfaces were cut to their 3 inch width
and the cut surfaces faced with 1 /1 6th inch balsa. This balsa
facing acted as a lengthwise spar and provided a solid
attachment for the hinges.
To attach the vertical fin to the boom tubing, a section
of the foam-glass structure was removed while maintaining the
original planform dimensions. The section was then sanded to
fit with an identical section of tubing covered with
sandpaper. This technique insured maximum surface contact of
the sanded area for the attachment of the vertical fin to the
6.5 inch boom section.
The foam-glass structure was epoxied onto the tubing at
an 80 inboard tilt and any gaps were filled with the epoxy-
talc compound to insure a good bond and to provide a smooth
continuous aerodynamic shape. When all the surfaces were
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finished, the balsa faces and the aluminum tubes were
fiberglassed in position. All structures were then sanded to
a final surface finish.
The top of the vertical surface was left exposed foam,
awaiting mounting hardware for the connection of the
horizontal surface and the incidence angle balsa spacer. The
tail incidence angle is + 2.00 (leading edge up) from the
fuselage reference line, which is incident with the tail boom
axis.
To mount the horizontal tail surface one inch nylon 1/4-
20 bolts were used. A 1/2 inch hole was drilled in the
horizontal surface at the point of attachment to each of the
vertical fins. The holes were drilled at an 80 angle,
parallel to the axis of the vertical fir, and then a cored
wooden dowel sleeve was epoxied in place. A similiar 1/4-20
tapped 1/2 inch dowel insert was epoxied in the top of each of
the the vertical fins. These inserts were staggered to
preclude any accidental mismount or inadvertently providing a
hinge line for twisting in the structure. These sleeves were
set securely with a chopped fiberglass, micro balloon and
epoxy-resin compound.
Finally, the control surfaces were hinged with 1/4 scale
mcdel hinges. A section of 0.047 steel piano wire was used to
align the hinges prior to epoxying in place. The control
linkage for the rudder was epoxied in the removable mid-
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section of the tail-boom. Being epoxied in the middle boom
section provided rigidity in the mount, yet allowed for its
removal when going to a short-boom or tailless configuration.
The linkage can readily be attached at the servo and at the
fitting used at the rudder attachment.
The elevator is served by a micro-servo located in the
horizontal tail with its linkage hidden in the
vertical/horizontal juncture (Figure 35). Once all pieces
were fitted (Figure 36), the hinges were epoxied in place and
the system checked for freedom of travel. The limits were
established at +/- 30' for the rudders and +/-150 for the
elevator. A final surface preparation was done prior to
painting.
D. LANDING GEAR
The gear are constructed of steel and aluminum shafts,
steel axles and commercially available wheels and shocks
(Figure 20). The shocks required assembly and allowed for
setting the shock damping at one of three settings. The mains
were set at the highest damping and the nose shock at the
middle damping.
The main gear shafts were made from 1/2 inch O.D.
aluminum shafts. One end was tapped for screw mounting into
the aluminum fuselage mount. The other end was turned on a
lathe to fit the machined wheel forks.
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Figure 35. Elevator Microservo
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Figure 36. Archytas Tail
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The axle holes for the wheel fork and upper shock mount
were fixed in geometry by the amount of shock compression at
the design weight and the clearance requirement of the gear
geometry (Figure 18) . When the axles were assembled, aluminum
tube spacers were placed on the axles to prevent any
inadvertent contact or rubbing.
The nose shaft was a hollow 0.3875 inch stainless steel
tube with a wood dowel core added for strength. The wheel,
fork and shocks were attached as for the mains. The nose gear
design also provided for steering by a bellcrank attachment to
an aluminum end cap on the top of the shaft. A phenolic block
and plastic sleeve provided a bearing surface for steering.
E. ENGINE
The construction of the engine was accomplished as part
of the concurrent thesis. Three main components were built.
The engine and propeller shroud was shaped from three layers
of laminated 1 /16h balsa wood on a circular hardwood form.
This balsa shape was covered in fiberglass and resin. An
aluminum structure to house the control vanes and servos was




The purpose of the tail configuration of the Archytas was
to overcome the undesirable stability characteristics of the
Aquila.
A. LONGITUDINAL
Three basic requirements for longitudinal static
stability are: 1) CM, be negative; 2) Cm. be positive; 3) the
C.G. be forward of the neutral point (positive static margin)
(Ref 10;p 372).
Using data from the wing analysis the value of Co was
0.00857. From equation 6 and the values obtained from the
tail incidence angle analysis the value of CM, was -0.0159/0
for the long boom configuration and -0.00367/° for the short
boom.
The final requirement of a positive static margin was
found using equation 8. The neutral point hn was found to be
0.54 c for the long boom and 0.37 c for the short boom, both
being solved from equatio i 7. The static margin value is 0.22
for the long boom and 0.05 for the short boom. Obviously, the
C.G. will be located further forward for the short boom and
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the tailless configurations. All three longitudinal stability
requirements are satisfied for both configurations.
B. LATERAL AND DIRECTIONAL
For directional stability CIp must be negative and Cp
must be positive. From the National Aeronautic and Space
Administration wind tunnel studies, the most favorable Aquila
configuration yielded a Clp value = -0.004/' for a model with
duct fins added. No specific value for CnD was disclosed in
the article. (Ref 3)
The directional derivative examined was Cnp and the
contributions are from the vertical tail Cnp and from wing
sweep CnP,. From equation 9 the value found for Cnp, was
0.0079/0. The value of Cn = 0.0003/0 from equation 10. The
combined value of 0.0082/0 for Cn was positive and is about
twice the historical value for a fighiter and three times that
of a large transport (Ref 13;p.28).
The lateral stability derivative Clp gets most of its
contributions from the vertical tail Cv, from the wing sweep
C,, and from the wing dihedral Clod. The values obtained from
equations 11,12 and 13 are respectively Clod = -0.00058/°, C1p
= -0.00045/' and Clp = -0.000179/°. The estimated C1p value is
-0.00121/', low compared to the original Aquila derivative,
but flight test will yield a more accurate value.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMeNDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The Archytas airframe was designed and constructed to
prove the feasibility of applying Tilted Ducted Fan technology
to a vertical takeoff and lani'ng vehicle. The airframe was
also designed to serve as a testbed for tail configuration
studies for an Aquila-like UAV. The tail was designed for
three configurations: 1) a long boom for flight test of a
normal tail configuration; 2) a short boom for flight test of
a second configuration of reduced stability; and 3) a tailless
vehicle to flight test the use of the TDF control vanes as a
vectored thrust unit.
All the stability derivatives estimated by calculation
appear to enhance those characteristics found lacking in the
Aquila configuration. Only flight test and evaluation can
complete the evaluation.
B. RECOMMNDATIONS
As in any new concept or design, there is a long road and
much work to be done to complete the objectives of the
Archytas research program. The airframe needs to have its
initial flight tests performed to evaluate the design. Once
the airframe proves airworthy, the vertical and horizontal
flight testing can begin.
The Archytas needs to be flight tested in the vertical
mode to prove the TDF and controller concept. Then it needs
to be instrumented with a pitot-static system and a and 0
measurement systems. Complete flight testing with calibrated
instrumentation will include: 1) performance flight test; 2)
stall testing; 3) longitudinal static and maneuvering
stability; 4) lateral-directional stability tests; and 5)
Jynamic stability tests. All of these flight conditions need
to test both the long and short tail configurations.
The tailless configuration also requires testing since
the additional control available from the TDF control vanes
can be used as vectored thrust. This vectored thrust may
enhance the longitudinal and directional control and act as
stability augmentation such that no tail is needed. The
tailless configuration will maintain the stealth
characteristics of the original vehicle. The addition of the
flaps will contribute to control at low speed and can be used
as a longitudinal trim device in the tailless configuration.
The Archytas is a stepping stone to implement new
developments and airframe requirements into an Aquila-like
airframe. The goal is to develop a full scale airframe
capable of flight transition from the vertical takeoff and
recovery concept to the high dash speeds capable of a high
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thrust fixed wing vehicle. A compact stealthy UAV is being
realized and is soon to be tested.
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AIRFRAME DATA: NEW PANEL DATA:
S= 788 in' Cmo,, 0.00857
b= 52.4 in C1a22 1= 0.12076
X= 0.636 C1a 3 -D= 0.0715
c,,a, 15.28 in
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